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Contrasts are not only captivating to the eye but will also bring engaging 
dimensions to a room. The poufs levels form a graphic element, which combines 
softness with a modern interior. The rounded lines shape the distinct design in 
line with our fascination of geometry and emphasise its simple and natural form, 
producing a more organic expression in your home. 

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product type: Pouf for indoor use
   
Origin: Europe

Pouf
Collection



POUF ROUND

PRODUCT DETAILS
Manufactured in Lithuania
Registered design

DIMENSIONS - ROUND
Height: 45 cm / 17.7 in
Diameter: 47.5 cm / 18.7 in
Weight: 9.2 kg

MATERIALS & CONSTRUCTION
Polyurethene foam on wooden 
inner structure

CARE
Vacuum frequently on medium power. Remove wet stains by 
carefully dabbing with a lint-free cloth or sponge dampened with 
warm, detergent-free water. If the stain remains, we recommend 
using a chemical dry-cleaning product or getting the fabric dry 
cleaned professionally.

PACKSIZE
1

TEST
Foam fire rating: 
CAL117-2013 - pass
BS 5852 Crib5 - on request

POUF ROUND
Design by ferm LIVING
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POUF OVAL

PRODUCT DETAILS
Manufactured in Lithuania
Registered design

DIMENSIONS - OVAL
Height: 45 cm / 17.7 in
Width: 87 cm / 34.3 in
Depth: 47.5 cm / 18.7 in
Weight: 16.1 kg

MATERIALS & CONSTRUCTION
Polyurethene foam on wooden 
inner structure

CARE
Vacuum frequently on medium power. Remove wet stains by 
carefully dabbing with a lint-free cloth or sponge dampened with 
warm, detergent-free water. If the stain remains, we recommend 
using a chemical dry-cleaning product or getting the fabric dry 
cleaned professionally.

PACKSIZE
1

TEST
Foam fire rating: 
CAL117-2013 - pass
BS 5852 Crib5 - on request

POUF ROUND
Design by ferm LIVING
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Space to feel comfortably you
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